Abstract

Searching of the Genius Logi at the Multilayered City Centre of the Bolu

Historical heritages recognized for its widest cultural values, protection policies, which actively integrate contemporary ways of living, are getting more and more attention. Yet the opportunity of these strategies and their ways are much more complex to be defined when regarding archaeological sites. Many of the contemporary Turkish cities have different historical layer and archaeological–architectural ruins in the contemporary urban environment. These urban spaces needs to conduct a deeper focus on with contemporary approaches for protection and integrate to daily urban life of these archaeologic - architectural urban heritages.
The name of the Bolu is, one of the oldest-rooted Anatolian settlement’s current name. The city center of Bolu had been a settlement for Hittite, Phrygian, Roman and Ottoman cultures. And time to time Bolu city had been one of the main city for its region, for its kingdom and also for its empire. That is why; Bolu has taken its place on the history pages with its importance. Also we perceive the with artefacts all around the city. The city of Bolu has many and different cultural ruins and heritage at the city centre. Daily life unconsciously flow beside on the archaeological heritage sites and inside the old buildings.

With this paper, a reading methodology going to systematise for introducing city spaces in historical fluency. Historical sites, buildings and monuments are all introducing at its historical context. Introduction of city spaces going to connect at the ends of ages city promenade. With so I introduce the cultures at the city spaces one by one. Than after, for eleven location of the city I am going to summarize the identity and genius logi of the pace and city at this paper.
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